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Current Approach/Steps Considered in Digitisation Chain

Target

Drift Region: 
5cm x 10cm

e

track

HV

10cm

Readout Readout

5cm

n.b 

Using g4sbs as is on tdis_dev g4sbs github branch 
(only modification not in GitHub is conical inner wall 
geometry - not using for digitisation studies) 

Not using TDIS event gen, simply protons distributed 
along target (e.g. typically 2π in φ, θ = 30˚-70˚, 
p=60-400MeV/c) 

Sampa: standalone C++ scripts to process g4sbs 
output - flexible, can be input into e.g. libsbsdig 

Garfield++: standalone c++ scripts based on and 
modified from examples on garfield++ webpage

Numbers/methods are estimates, collecting data at 
each stage will be crucial for verification (I support 
building a synchrotron/trip to Brazil/Mainz 😃 )


Especially ionisation yield in mtpc gas


Numbers from other stages could already be compared 
with several test stands (e.g. cosmics plus GEM plus sampa 
for GEM and digitisation)

Track enters mTPC gas 

Ionisation created 

Ionisation drifts to 
readout plane 

Amplification/smear of 
charge in GEM 

Charge cloud hits 2D 
readout pads 

SAMPA digitisation of 
incident charge

Steps discussed in this talk:

garfield++ (TrackHeed)/
geant4 (Edep and charge 
estimation)

garfield++/magboltz

garfield++/magboltz

Temporary geometry based 
on N. Liyanage/K. Gnanvo/
MRI (to be optimised)

Based on parameterisation 
provided by E. Jastrzembski

Aim: convert EDep in g4sbs to SAMPA output pulse to study pileup

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(a) Estimating Charge Generated

TrackHeed class in Garfield++ regularly used to estimate ionisation created by relativistic particle 

For our protons - below 450MeV/c TrackHeed gives warnings about EnergyTransfer - not convinced yet we can trust it 

For simulations shown in this talk used an estimation of total charge created using numbers from PDG, energy 
deposited in g4sbs and path length of track in g4sbs 

(graphs below left are just example of technique, do not look at numbers for moment)

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-
particle-detectors-accel.pdf

Calculated W for He:CH4 70:30 mix (~31eV), 
arbitrary choice just for example (based on 
pervious suggestions for mri)

EDep 
per hit

Step 
length 
per hit
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(a) Estimating Charge Generated

Garfield++ simulation for 450MeV/c proton traversing mTPC gas volume perpendicularly (i.e. through 10cm gas) 
compared with g4sbs estimation method

Garfield++ (1 event) Geant4 (10k events)

edep by track 
in 10cm gas 
23.7keV Mean edep by tracks in 

10cm gas 23.95keV

416 primary 
clusters, had 
641 total 
electrons

• Mean 570 electrons in geant4 (although distribution has long tail 
and comparing w/ only one event in garfield++).


• Could be slightly underestimating # electrons in g4.

• On other hand literature review shows scale factors always have 

to be applied when comparing data with Garfield++ yields.

• Need data to tune.
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(a) Estimating Charge Generated

Next step: follow technique shown left (e) 
to interface PAI model and Garfield++ 
with g4sbs 

Have started to implement this in g4sbs, 
on-going (not shown in this talk) 

Still requires manual setting of gas values, 
e.g. lower production cut, W value and 
Fano factor of gas mix (so will still be 
estimate) 

(could possibly even use this to look at 
photon-induced effects)

arXiv:1806.05880v3 [physics.ins-det] 26 Feb 2019
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(b) Ionisation Drift to Readout Planes in mTPC Gas Volume

Ionisation drifts at most 5cm to readout 

Transverse diffusion → charge cloud dimension/pad multiplicities 

Longitudinal diffusion → charge cloud arrival time, i.e. X fC 
arrives over Y ns on pad/s 

Cross-check Garfield++ simulation with smearing “by hand” 
using simulated diffusion coefficients from Magboltz (faster to 
implement in g4sbs analysis)

Vs

Y

X

Z

Geometry in Garfield++: 
5cm sub-chamber

Uniform 
longitudinal E-field 
of 1.2kV/cm (and 
perfectly parallel 

4.7T B-field)

Cross section

AvalancheMC 
class used to 
drift electrons in 
5cm volume 

Gas: He:CH4 
70:30 at STP

Garfield++ Magboltz and parameterisation

Full size 
graphs in 
backup

Diffusion coefficients used to smear electron paths 
using Gaussian smearing and distance travelled

X

Y

Transverse 
diffusion

Z

Longitudinal diffusion
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Drift 1k electrons over pre-set distance 

Fit Gaussian to resulting delta R (deviation in R from original 
electron starting point) and drift time distributions 

Repeat for 1cm, 2cm, 3cm, 4cm, 5cm 

Differences on order of µm - parameterisation of smearing 
using Magboltz coefficients directly should be acceptable (or 
at least “worst case” for transverse drift distribution widths)

[n
s]

[n
s]

Magboltz parameterisations 

Garfield++ Simulations

Drift time distribution sigma

Drift time distribution mean

Delta R distribution sigma

Delta R distribution mean

Drift time 
[ns]

Delta 
R [cm]

Examples for 4cm drift

(b) Ionisation Drift to Readout Planes in mTPC Gas Volume
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(c) Amplification and Smearing by GEM

Garfield++ simulates GEMs microscopically 

e.g. below based upon LEM example from Garfield++; modified dimensions/fields to something similar 
expected from INFN/UVa GEMS (would be good to confirm w/ expert) 

Currently one foil simulated - expect two layers in mTPC 

Uses open source finite element and EM-solving software (GMSH and Elmer) - found this software 
awkward/buggy, would be nice if someone had access to ANSYS

Running 1 event = 20 - 30 mins! 

Not feasible for fast R&D in g4sbs 

Compared Garfield++ (left) w/ 
smearing “by hand” using Magboltz 
coefficients (next slide) 

Ar:CO2 90:10 at STP, since access to 
reliable Penning transfer and gas 
numbers from Garfield++ website (i.e. 
cross-check smearing method only) 

n.b. possible faster GEM simulation 
technique flagged by B. Wojtsekhowski: 
PARSIFAL arXiv:2005.04452v1 - still to 
investigate 

Vital Aside: we still need to simulate/
measure ion flowback (K. Gnanvo). 
Space-charge effects can distort field - 
easy w/ Garfield++ for e.g. Ar or Ne 
mixtures (ion mobilities readily 
available). Hard to find ion numbers for 
lighter eg He based gases!
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(c) Amplification and Smearing by GEM

Avalanche 
electrons in 
Garfield++

A handful 
of events 
to view

Garfield++ 
1k events 
Longitudinal 
diffusion and 
drift time

Garfield++ 
1k events 

Transverse 
diffusion and 
charge cloud 

size

1k events 
Longitudinal 
diffusion and 
drift time

1k events 
Transverse 

diffusion and 
charge cloud 

size

Simulated Magboltz diffusion 
coefficients for gas mix at 3.5kV/cm 

Smear 1k electrons drifting over 
1mm starting at exact same position 

as in Garfield++ sim  

Order of estimate matches pretty 
well, considering field probably 
slightly different between cases

One avalanche event shown (avalanche size 698 electrons) 

Drift 1mm after foil 

Cross-check spread of avalanche electrons in region 
indicated by arrow using Garfield++ and Magboltz diffusion 
coefficients (as in stage (b)
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(d) Readout Pad Arrangement 

C++ function to generate pads 

Provide inner radius of mTPC, outer radius of mTPC, ring widths 
(fixed for all rings), #pads per ring (fixed for all rings) 

Currently using as example, Rin=50mm, Rout=150mm, 
Ringwidth=5mm, Npads= 144 ➜ 2880 pads/plane 

(loosely estimated as starting point based on MRI (pad areas 
~5mmx5mm, ~2500 pads per readout plane) and subsequent 
discussions about keeping #pads per plane <3200 for cost?) 

Can study different pad dimensions once we know expected 
rates to optimise layout 

In analysis of g4sbs output - enter x, y, z of hit  ➜ return pad 
ID and plane ID

Colour fill = pad areas, 
ranging from ~12mm2 to 
32mm2 at inner to outer radii X [mm]

Y 
[m

m
]

X [mm]

Y 
[m

m
]

X [mm]

Y 
[m

m
]
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(e) SAMPA Response 

SAMPA pulse shape and parameters (e.g. gain/conversion from 
charge to ADC, baselines, thresholds) provided by E. Jastrzembski 
from test stand studies 

Implemented into Root function for analysis of g4sbs output 

Compared implementation of pulse shape/SAMPA with pulses from 
Ed at 160ns shaping time 

Set shaping time at 80ns and sampling frequency at 20MHz for 
remainder of studies

From Ed

160ns shaping time 

80fC arriving uniformly over 40ns window 

20MHz sampling 

Demanded three samples before and 7 
samples after pulse crosses threshold

Equivalent for 80ns shaping time 

(slightly different baseline and threshold)

n.b. markers are 
sampled points and 
curve is convoluted 
output pulse shape 
from SAMPA impulse 
responses to charge 
over time window
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Putting it together (a) - (e)

g4sbs: divide mtpc 
gas volume into 
5mm rings. i.e. 

sample EDep along 
width of rings in 

readout pads

Proton tracks simulated in g4sbs geometry randomly across p=60-400MeV/c, 
θ=30-70˚, φ uniform in 2π, along length of target 

mTPC gas volume segmented into rings matching readout ring widths (5mm) 

If there is a hit in “ring” record EDep, x, y, z, time etc

Picked values somewhat arbitrarily/based on literature review and for initial 
set up of code/method 

We have control to tune and study these field/diffusion/gas settings based on 
our pileup requirements

Edep converted to Nelectrons 

Calculate drift of each electron from ionisation location to GEM, including 
diffusion  

Each electron then simulated in GEM by hand 

Example/arbitrary values used for gain value of 1k, field of ~3.4kV/cm, double 
layer GEM with 1mm gaps

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2015.07.060

X 

Y 

Smeared charge cloud location used to determine readout pad 

Sampa pulse simulated

For each hit along track - then do:
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Putting it together (a) - (e)

Example 1 track: p=192.4MeV/c; θ=39.8˚; φ=173.6˚

Step track in 5mm 
sections to match 
readout rings

Use wi for gas mix and 
path length of each hit to 
get Nelectrons in each hit 
(mean for this example was 
187 electrons/hit)

Convert Nelectrons to charge 
using example gain of 1k 
for double layer GEM

Use Magboltz 
numbers to 

simulate drift 
for each 

electron of 
every hit 

(including 
diffusion)

Use Magboltz numbers to 
simulate smearing of each 
electron of every hit in 
double layer gem

Time window/hit = 
difference between first 
and last electron arrival 
time on readout for all 
electrons in a hit after 
GEM smearing

Start time/hit = time of 
EDep in g4sbs plus earliest 
electron arrival time on 
readout

Charge cloud area 
for each group of 

electrons generated 
per hit in g4sbs 

after smearing in 
mTPC gas volume 

and GEM

Charge 
generated for 

each hit in 
g4sbs

Time window 
of charge 
arrival on 

readout for 
each hit in 

g4sbs

Area of 
corresponding 

readout pad for 
each hit

Time structure and 
dimension of charge 
cloud from magboltz 
smearing

Assume for each hit charge is localised 
in a cluster and not distributed across 
entire path length and (for the moment) 
contained within one pad
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Putting it together (a) - (e)

Example 1 track: p=192.4MeV/c; θ=39.8˚; φ=173.6˚

Colour fill is start time


This track straddles two readout 
planes, I.e. crosses an HV plane

GEMs HV
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Putting it together (a) - (e)

Example 1 track: p=192.4MeV/c; θ=39.8˚; φ=173.6˚

SAMPA pulse for each pad hit along track shown

Crosses 
HV plane
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First Attempt to Check Pile Up

p=206.4MeV/c p=172.8MeV/c

Proton tracks simulated in g4sbs geometry randomly across p=60-400MeV/c, θ=30-70˚, φ uniform in 2π 

Took four example tracks 

Took first hit of each track and assumed they would hit same pad, kept the varying z-positions, I.e. start times 

SAMPA pulses before adjusting rate of arrival below:

1 2

3
p=300.8MeV/c

4
p=209MeV/c
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1MHz 3MHz

6MHz
Staggered start time of pulses depending on 
different expected frequencies in pad 

3MHz - still likely resolvable 

n.b. the lines on this slide are NOT fits, just a line 
to guide eye

First Attempt to Check Pile Up

1 2

3

4
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Summary

Implementation of digitisation of g4sbs simulated data in progress… 
Biggest unknown is conversion of energy deposited in mTPC gas volume to ionisation yield 

Would be really great to get data to cross check estimation technique 
(e.g. whilst waiting for our own test data, are readout electronics in BONUS sims/analysis 
disentangled enough to get example numbers from BONUS/BONUS12 gas volume data?) 

Other aspects of setup/simulation steps give us handle to optimise rate capability once we 
know better expected rate numbers (e.g. pad dimensions, gas mixes, GEM gain) 

Tools are now in place to study these effects 
Next steps include: 

Implement interface between Geant4 and Garfield++ to cross-check result with PAI model 
and Heed interface for delta electrons 
Cross-checking GEM simulation method with data from cosmic test stand for SAMPA 
Look at PARSIFAL for GEM simulation 
Studying start time for sampling/trigger generation time delay? Sampling times wrt pulse 
start time affects reconstructing SAMPA fit/pulse height… 
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backup…
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(c) Amplification and Smearing by GEM

MUSE charge spread over two read 
pads at 400µm pitch 

Divided MUSE GEM geometry into 
different regions and field/region 

Simulated diffusion coefficients for 
gas mix in each region with Magboltz 

Applied smearing by diffusion, mostly 
spread across 400µm

GEMs for MUSE

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.00132.pdf

Example magnitude of smearing for 
double layer GEM for mTPC 

This is just example of how may look 

1mm gaps, He:CH4 70:30 

Field 3.4kV/cm 

We have control to tune these field/
diffusion/gas settings based on our 
requirements

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.00132.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.00132.pdf
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Questions for tracking team

• Particle history in g4sbs:


• Recording particle history is possible in g4sbs


• e.g. PID, TID, MID

• Existing GEM digitisation:


• Current libsbsdig appears to have digitisation for MPD readout of GEMs (E. Fuchey would be expert 
to ask)


• Could follow same implementation in software, but replace MPD-related responses with SAMPA one
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Checking Diffusion in Garfield++

• Cross-checked different kind of drift methods in Garfield++ (AvalancheMC, AvalancheMicroscopic)


• Typical run times for drifting 1k electrons over 5cm: ~20mins for AvalancheMicroscopic, ~3min for AvalancheMC
AvalancheMicroscopic:

Drift Time 
(i.e. 
longitudin
al drift)

Change in R 
of electron 
(i.e. 
transverse 
drift)

AvalancheMC (required 50ps spacing in tracking to get distributions to match):

Drift Time 
(i.e. 
longitudin
al drift)

Change in R 
of electron 
(i.e. 
transverse 
drift)

Since 
Avalanche
MC 
quicker - 
used this 
method 
from now 
on
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Magboltz Gas Mix Simulations
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Magboltz Gas Mix Simulations
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Conical Study
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Conical Study
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Conical Study
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Conical Study
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Conical Study
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Conical Study
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Conical Study

• Estimated z-resolution using straight line fit of drift time (including longitudinal smearing from magboltz) and z-position 
of edep in g4sbs

• This could be re-visited now with more robust smearing algorithms in place to get an updated value


• This resolution would surely be the same for both conical and non-conical cases


